
Using ActionScript
Lesson Two

 Load the example game - lesson2.2diy
(you will find it in Computer >> Resources >> 2DIY >> Lessons)

 Right click on the green triangle. You will see a pop up window like the one 
below. 

 This area contains special code (‘ActionScript’) that runs only at the start of a 
game, and is where we can set some rules for how the game will be played.

 In the last lesson, we learnt that 

_root.dx= can speed up or slow down the speed that the character moves. 

 But what about those other pieces of code? (The words in them is a big clue)

_root.hitDist= tells the game how close a monster needs to be to the character 
before they collide with other

_root.maxFallingSpeed= tells the game how quickly the character should drop 
down the screen off a platform, or return to the ground after a jump

_root.jumpSpeed= tells the game how high to make the character leap
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 Play lesson2a. Do you see a problem? Why can’t you complete this game?

 What code could you alter to allow this game to be completed?

NOTE:
did you see the - sign before the number in _root.maxFallingSpeed= ? This is 

really important because we want the character to jump UPWARDS, so we have to 
use the - sign. If we forget, then the character would try and jump down.

 Alter the code and play the game. Did you complete it?

 Did you notice that your character fell down quickly on the right side of the 
screen? Is there a way we could use some code to make it look like they ‘floated’ 
down? What could we alter?

 Alter the code and play again - does your character ‘float’ down now?

 Finally, to complete your game;

• Click on the ‘i’ icon and give your game a name (can you think of a jokey title to do 
with the character being able to jump really high?) 

• Leave the platform, apples and monster graphics as they are for the moment*

• Save your game (call it ‘lesson2’) into your own area.

* As we are learning how to use code to alter our games, we don’t want to spend 
time looking for graphics. We can make our games look great once we have learnt 
all about coding, and have our games working correctly.
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Congratulations - you’ve used ActionScript to alter a game
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:Notes:


